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entered where good fellowship awaits you here. Why we are the "Best People On Earth" they say.

**CHORUS** *a tempo*

Welcome Elks, you are invited. Where good fellows are united. And we know you'll be delighted. With our hospitality.

B.P.O.E. 4
Brother Elk you jolly fellow

Nothing is too good for thee

Should auld acquaintance be forgot? Never

in the B. P. O. E.
B.P.O.E.
Song of Welcome
MALE QUARTETTE

CHORUS
Tempo di Marcia (slow)

Welcome Elks you are invited (invited) Where good
fellows are united (united) And we know you'll be de-
lighted (delighted) With our hospitality (hospitality)

Brother Elk you jolly fellow (jolly fellow) Nothing
(Too good for thee) grandioso
is too good for thee (too good for thee) Should build acquaintance
(Too good for thee)

be forgot? Never in the B. P. O. E.
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